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The stark reasons why Bengaluru is sinking 

• As Bengaluru expanded, swallowing up the villages around it, panchayats were 

disbanded to create six city municipal corporations, which were merged subsequently 

into the Bhruhat Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike (BBMP).  

• During this transition, Lakes and their catchment areas were soon transformed into 

private lands. Builders backfilled these and soon made quick money building 

apartments, shopping malls and information-technology parks.  

• The ‘tragedy of the commons’ problem, where bulwarks against environmental 

breakdown — wetlands, lakes, grasslands, trees, parks, and forests — belonged to 

nobody. 

• Reassuringly, Bengaluru consistently implements reforms, albeit slowly. We have 

achieved some success in rainwater harvesting, solar water heating, segregation of 

garbage and the stoppage of littering, even if deadlines were unmet. We are better than 

many in environmental compliance, though not good enough. 

• What we lack is the institutional capacity to handle the problems of the future.  

Putting reforms into action 

We need two broad thrusts to implement the reforms we know we need, to build climate 

resilience and a better environment. 

• First, Outdated institutions need to be replaced by a constitutionally compliant 

structure, with local governments at the top. Eleven independent planning authorities 

must be merged and subordinated to the Metropolitan Planning Committee.  

• Likewise, parastatals bodies like the Smart City Company should be subordinated to 

the BBMP. 

• Second, our community needs to steel itself for some tough decisions. Climate 

resilience goes beyond flood control; it needs minimising the damaging environmental 

impact of cities.  

• We must take hard decisions on transportation, curb car travel and improve cheap public 

transport with more buses instead of waiting for the expensive metro.  
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• We must preserve our existing green cover and plant more trees, both in the city and 

around it. We must de-concretise our pavements, prohibit littering and segregate 

garbage as unsegregated garbage clogs drains.  

• We must enforce sewage treatment plant operational standards. We need to accelerate 

efforts to improve Rajakaluves (channels that connect waterbodies) as demonstrated in 

a 11-kilometre stretch in the city centre. 

• We must deal with the huge legacy of unacceptable constructions and encroachments. 

The only solution is to remove some of these unacceptable constructions and restore 

wetlands and tank beds.  

 


